
M�jhsh Basismènh se Stigmiìtupa(Instane-based Learning)� Storing training examples� No expliit model (= target funtion) onstrution� Proessing delayed until a new instane has to be lassi�ed� Lazy learning / Memory-based learning� Usually, instanes are points in an Eulidean spae� Loal approximation of real-valued or disrete-valued target funtions� Need for indexing of instanes (kd-trees)� k-nearest neighbor learning / loally weighted regression



A Cookie Making ExampleSugar Flour Temperature Minutes YouLike3 5 250 120 yes6 4 250 180 yes5 4 200 120 no4 2 300 120 yes7 6 300 90 no8 3 200 90 no5 5 350 180 yes7 9 250 180 yesDo you like ookies made of 5 kgs sugar and 6 kgs our baked at 250oC for 120 minutes?



k-nearest Neighbor Learning� Instanes desribed by feature vetors ha1(x); a2(x); : : : ; an(x)i, where ar(x) denotesthe rth attribute of instane x� Distane between two instanes xi and xjd(xi; xj) =vuut nXr=1(ar(xi)� ar(xj))2

� Approximation of disrete-valued target funtionsf : <n �! V; where V = fv1; v2; : : : ; vng



� Classi�ation algorithm:{ Given a query instane xq to be lassi�ed{ Let x1; x2; : : : ; xk the k instanes from training examples that are nearest to xq{ Return ^f(xq) argmaxv2V kXi=1 Æ(v; f(xi)) (1)where Æ(a; b) = 1 if a = b and where Æ(a; b) = 0 otherwise� Approximation of real-valued target funtions (f : <n �! <){ Replae equation (1) in the lassi�ation algorithm by:^f(xq) Pki=1 f(xi)k (2)



xq

5-nearest neighbor vs. 1-nearest neighbor
onvex polyhedra surrounding training examples



� Distane-weighted nearest neighbor algorithm{ For disrete-valued target funtions replae equation (1) by:^f(xq) argmaxv2V kXi=1 wi Æ(v; f(xi)){ For real-valued target funtions replae equation (2) by:^f(xq) Pki=1 wi f(xi)Pki=1 wiwhere wi = 1d(xq; xi)2� Curse of dimensionality{ Irrelevant attributes{ Strething the axes{ (Leave-one-out) ross-validation



Loally Weighted Regression� Expliit loal approximation of the target funtion, usually by a linear funtion^f(x) = w0 + w1a1(x) + : : :+ wnan(x)� Compute wj in a way that the error for the query instane xqE(xq) = 12 Xx2 k nearest nbrs of xq(f(x)� ^f(x))2K(d(xq; x))is minimized, where K(d) is the kernel funtion, usually equal to 1=d2� Computation of wj may be done by gradient desent, giving:�wj = � Xx2 k nearest nbrs of xq K(d(xq; x)) (f(x)� ^f(x)) aj(x)



M�jhsh kat� Bayes(Bayesian Learning)� Naive Bayes lassi�er� Eah training example is desribed by a onjuntion of attribute values ha1; a2; : : : ; aniand the known target value (lassi�ation) of the example, from some �nite set V� Need to predit the target value of a new instane, given its attribute values� Predition is based on the Bayes theoremP (vj ja1; a2; : : : ; an) = P (a1; a2; : : : ; anjvj)P (vj)P (a1; a2; : : : ; an)



A Playing Tennis ExampleOutlook Temperature Humidity Wind PlayTennissunny hot high weak nosunny hot high strong nooverast hot high weak yesrain mild high weak yesrain ool normal weak yesrain ool normal strong nooverast ool normal strong yessunny mild high weak nosunny ool normal weak yesrain mild normal weak yessunny mild normal strong yesoverast mild high strong yesoverast hot normal weak yesrain mild high strong no



� The maximum a posteriori hypothesis vMAP may be omputed via the frequeniesP (vj) of target values and the frequenies of ombinations of attribute values forspei� target values P (a1; a2; : : : ; anjvj), in the training datavMAP = argmaxvj2V P (vj ja1; a2; : : : ; an)= argmaxvj2V P (a1; a2; : : : ; anjvj)P (vj)P (a1; a2; : : : ; an)= argmaxvj2V P (a1; a2; : : : ; anjvj)P (vj)� The naive Bayes lassi�er introdues the independene assumptionP (a1; a2; : : : ; anjvj) =Yi P (aijvj)for the redution of the required probabilities, sovMAP (� vNB) = argmaxvj2V P (vj)Yi P (aijvj)



Bak to the ExampleWill you play tennis whenOutlook=sunny, Temperature=ool, Humidity=high and Wind=strong?vNB = argmaxvj2fyes;nog P (vj) Yi P (aijvj)= argmaxvj2fyes;nog P (vj) P (Outlook = sunnyjvj) P (Temperature = ooljvj)P (Humidity = highjvj) P (Wind = strongjvj)

P (yes) P (sunnyjyes) P (ooljyes) P (highjyes) P (strongjyes) = 914 29 39 39 39 = 0:0053P (no) P (sunnyjno) P (ooljno) P (highjno) P (strongjno) = 514 35 15 45 35 = 0:0206

Thus, vNB = no



� Introdution of m-estimate of probability to ope with probabilities equal to 0n +mpn+mwhere, n is the number of examples with a spei� target value, n the number of theseexamples with a spei� attribute value, m is the equivalent sample size and p is theprior estimate of the probability we wish to determine (usually equal to 1=k, where k isthe number of possible values of the attribute under onsideration)� Appliation to text lassi�ation (target values vj){ Attributes are word positions ai and values are words wk from a voabulary{ Assumption: Values are independent from the positions, P (ai = wkjvj) = P (wkjvj){ Exploiting m-estimate of probability, P (wkjvj) = nk+1n+jV oabularyj{ Using 2/3 of 20000 Usenet artiles from 20 newsgroups as training data,lassi�ation of the rest 1/3 gave 89% auray, while random lassi�ation shouldgive 5%


